Maverick Investor: Lesson 8

In the course, you’ll learn how to deal directly in some very carefully selected niches in the
major financial markets...niches which have proved to be highly lucrative for switched on
individuals, operating independently. You can look forward to discovering... •The inside
track on picking penny shares set to skyrocket in value. •The 7 key indicators which tell you
when to dump a share. •How to ‘Bait the Trap’, so you can profit from any investment
advisors greed. •The cunning investment manoeuvre that guarantees profits whether the
market soars or plummets. •Discover 6 simple steps you can take to secure the Golden Future
you and your family deserve. •5 sneaky but legal ways to profit form other people’s mistakes.
•2 strategies no one understands but creates automatic profits - You don’t need to know how
this works to be able to cash in. •The free-to-use internet sites which have been proven to
offer an effort free route to penny share profits. •The hidden profit-yielding use for ‘useless’
message boards and chatrooms. •How to set up a foolproof paper trading system which will
virtually guarantee you a real world profit. •Why you should never maximise your profit in
any penny share. •How to seek out and buy your own guaranteed profit endowment policy.
•Where to find ‘insider’ information and use it legally for a guaranteed profit. (You must keep
this to yourself.) ...and much, much more.
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